
City Lights/Bridgeport Art Trail and  
Circus Moves collaborated on this  
program for school students, hoping to  
enrich and lift your spirits during the  
Novel Corona Virus crisis. This  
presentation demonstrates family-
friendly, interactive, kinetic activities,  
along with an art appreciation lesson  
about CT artist, Alexander Calder, the  
value of play at any age and Calder’s  
Circus performance art piece. Relevant  
connections to this project include local  
heritage. Calder’s Circus was inspired by  
seeing the Ringling Bros, Barnum &  
Bailey Circus in 1920’s. Also he  
maintained a working/living studio in  
Roxbury CT for 40 years. This  
presentation supports a classroom  
project that stresses the importance of  
recycling and the impact plastic makes  
on the environment and marine-life.
Calder-like mobiles can be created with  
repurposed laundry soap bottles.



Art, Play,  
Alexander Calder  
and his Circus



There is a saying,

“You can discover more about aperson  
in an hour of play than in a year of  
conversation.”

Can you think of times  
when this may be
true for you? Why?

Tell your story? What do  
you learn about yourself  
and/or others through play?



Artists follow their  
inspiration and their need  
to create and express.
Alexander Calder was  
driven to incorporate play  
into his work. Much of  
Calder’s work is located in  
public spaces.
His “public art” encourages
those that have the  
opportunity to experience  
his art, to play. , or think  
playfully.

These artworks are located  
outside the train station in  
Siena Italy and the  
Wadsworth Atheneum  
Museum in Hartford CT

Playful Public Art



When we are young,  
we are encouraged to  
play. As we become  
adults, responsibilities  
and work often  
becomes the  priorities 
over play.

But everyone needs to 
be able to play, to relax, 
express, share quality 
time and learn about 
ourselves and  others.



Alexander Calder’s art is very playful. Objects may remind you of toys,  
fantastical abstracted animals and figures. Although Calder embraced play,  

it was a serious decision to make playful work. He was influenced by  
contemporary abstract artists and innovators he met in Paris, like  

Mondrian, Picasso and Marcel Duchamp.



Alexander was born in Philadelphia, he came from a family of sculptors. His  
father and grandfather made sculptures that we would consider realistic or  
representational, meaning the sculptures look like recognizable people and  

animals. For Alexander to create abstract art was a brave decision  
considering his family’s work tradition.



Alexander studied  
engineering and  
designed children’s  
pull toys. His first toy  
was a Christmas gift  
he created for his  
mother. This was his  
first kinetic sculpture  
that he made in 1909  
when he was just 11  
years old.



Kinetic art
is art that moves. It be pushed,  
pulled, powered by a motor, wind,  
etc. Alexander Calder is known for  
his mobiles, suspended sculptures  
of abstract shapes that dance in  
the air.



Although Calder is known  
internationally as an artist,  

he studied mechanical  
engineering at Stevens  

Institute of Technology in  
Hoboken, NJ. He had  

various odd jobs such as a  
steamboat fireman,  

automotive engineer,  
logging camp timekeeper,  
and hydraulics engineer.
The picture on the top
right is of his studioin

Roxbury CT.



While working as an  
illustrator for the National  
Police Gazzette, Calder  
began taking evening  
drawing classes at the  
42nd Street New York  
Public School; a year later,  
he began studying  
painting at the Arts  
Students League with  
John Sloan and George  
Luks.



The National Police Gazzette  
once sent Calder on an  
assignment to the Ringling  
Brothers and Barnum & Bailey  
Circus to illustrate the various  
acts. It was this experience that  
inspired the multi-piece  
installation “Cirque Calder”  
(Calder’s Circus). This art piece  
is considered one of the first  
examples of “Performance art.”



Calder’s Circus is  
Performance Art.

Performance art is a rather nontraditional artform that combines visual  
art with live performance. It can also include installation, music, dance,  
video and conceptual art. In conceptual art the idea or the concept is  
the focus of the art, instead of creating a painting or sculpture.

Can you think of a concept that is expressed through Calder’s Circus?



Calder’s circus figures are artful constructions  
made from found and selected objects and  
materials. This type of creation is called  
“assemblage” Artists who work this way  
“repurpose” objects to create something new.



Your teacher has 2 videos to share with you.

The first is about the performance art piece, “Calder’s Circus”, now  
permanently in the collection at the Whitney Museum in New York city.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=0SRKLj_Roec&featur 
e=emb_logo

The second video will teach you how to juggle and make juggling balls from  
socks. So you can temporarily repurpose 3 pairs of socks and learn the circus  
performance art of juggling.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hXsHiMKgDfb-y1J3cQegd_59aI7vKpNi

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=0SRKLj_Roec&feature=emb_logo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hXsHiMKgDfb-y1J3cQegd_59aI7vKpNi


Thank you for your time and effort to finish this online class.
Wehope you had fun while you learned about  

Art, Play and Calder’sCircus.

Here are some vocabulary words.

Kinetic art is art that moves.
Public art is art that is installed in public places.  
Representational art represents or resembles realistic  
things.
Performance art includes live performance as well as  
other art forms.
Assemblage is an artful construction made by
‘repurposing’ found and chosen objects and materials.




